CAMBRIDGE COMPLETE FIRST INDEPENDENT STUDY
WORKBOOK ANSWERS

Unit 1: A family affair
Grammar
1.
2. Haven’t written
3. ´ve/have been working
4. ´ve/have met
5. ´ve/have taken
6. Has improved
7. Haven’t had
8. Have gone
9. ´s/has phoned
10. Have been playing
11. ´ve/have been writing
12. ´ve/have sent
13. ´ve/have changed
14. ´ve/have been wondering
15. ´ve/have been doing

2.
2. Have you been getting up early every day?
3. Have you bought anything?
4. Have you been learning how to cook Spanish food?
5. How many times have you eaten paella?
6. Where have you decided to go travelling ?

Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

made (make a mess)
make (make a noise)
do (do a course)
make (make an appointment)
do (do the shopping)*
made (make a copy)
did (do the washing up)

9. make (make a decision)
10. make (make a meal)
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Vocabulary Tip!
We all love shopping, but what is the difference between go shopping and do the
shopping?

Usually, if we say we are going to do the shopping, it means we are going to the
supermarket (for example), whereas, if we say we are going shopping, we are going to
buy things like clothes.
You can remember this easily, because many household chores take do (do the washing
up, laundry, ironing, cleaning etc.) , just like the weekly shop.
Writing Part 2
1. I [definitely] think that teenage [years] should be the best in [everyone´s] life
because you can have fun and you have fewer problems than adults [add full
stop].[ capital T] Teenagers know how to have a good time. Most teenagers
have a lot of [friends] and they discuss things that they are interested in.
Teenagers have to be in fashion, [add comma] wearing up- to-date [clothes]
and listening to modern music. They also like to do sports and compete in
[matches]. But [teenagers´] parents sometimes have a difficult time and they
[don’t] understand why ?. [full stop, not question mark] [ wouldn’t ] you feel
angry if someone went into your room without permission?[ question mark,
not full stop]So do teenagers. Teenagers stop thinking like children as they
grow up and their [beliefs] and their interests change. My opinion is that
teenage years are magical and [ I´d] like to say a teenager forever.
Writing Part 1
3.
2. D
3. F
4. E
5. A
6. B
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4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

They have no one to play with
Only children feel very loved
It can be difficult to have any privacy
Children from large families are used to sharing their toys

5.
Extract A: paragraph 3
Extract B: Paragraph 2
Sounds and Spelling
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Email
People
Parties
Receive
Ski
Key
Theme
see

8.
1.
2. team
3. season
4. recent
5. succeed
6. believe
7. fifteen
8. freedom
9. please
10. ceiling
11. police
12. these
9. The most common spellings are ea and ee
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Listening Part 3
1. B (´This year I said I wasn´t going but my parents insisted…I had a good time´)
2. H (´we were a bit worried that my granny or my cousins wouldn’t like it…so
when everyone said they´d had a great time, we knew we´d made the right
choice´)
3. C (´my mum and dad and granny really aren’t keen on zoos… but the rest of us
didn’t mind at all´)
4. F (´I didn´t get to go on all of the rides that I wanted to´)
5. D (We agreed that we´d take a boat out in the afternoon, but when we went to
get one they were all out, which was a real shame´)
Reading and Use of English Part 7
1. D (´some only children feel stifled by their parent´s constant demands, but that
wasn´t my experience)
2. B (´…the reaction you get from other people. They think you´re spoilt´)
3. C (´it gave me a place at the grown up´s table and gave me a view into their
world´)
4. D (´I´ve absolutely no experience of this kind of situation. Nothing in my past
has prepared me…´)
5. E (´can cause problems with partners and friends, who might misinterpret it as a
rejection´)
6. A (I decided I was better off on my own. There are lots of good things about
being an only child)
7. E (´it made me realize that other people felt many of the same things´)
8. C (´the hardest thing I found was making friends´)
9. B (´it´s all I´ve known and I´m okay with it´)
10. E (´being on your own helps you to become resourceful, and develop your
imagination and creativity´)

Please, ask your teacher if you have
made a mistake and would like it
explained.

